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Abstract
An automatic translation quality evaluation method is proposed. In the proposed method, a parallel corpus is used to query translation
answer candidates. The translation output is evaluated by measuring the similarity between the translation output and translation
answer candidates with DP matching. This method evaluates a language translation subsystem of the Japanese-to-English ATR-
MATRIX speech translation system developed at ATR Interpreting Telecommunications Research Laboratories. Discriminant analysis
is then carried out to examine the evaluation performance of the proposed method. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the
proposed method. The discriminant ratio is 83.5% for 2-class discrimination between absolutely correct and less appropriate
translations classified subjectively. Also discussed are issues of the proposed method when it is applied to speech translation systems
which inevitably make recognition errors. 
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1. Introduction
An automatic translation quality evaluation method is
required since subjective evaluations require large costs
and the turn-around time is very long.

Over the past few years, we have carried out several
studies on the evaluation of the speech translation system
called ATR-MATRIX (ATR’s Multilingual Automatic
Translation System for Information Exchange) (Takezawa
et al., 1998).  Examples of these studies include a rank
evaluation method (Sumita et al., 1999), a translation
paired comparison method (Sugaya et al., 2000), and an
evaluation method using dynamic programming (DP)
(Takezawa et al., 1999). The first two methods mentioned
above can be considered subjective evaluation methods.
The last one is an automatic evaluation method that
evaluates the robustness of language translation
subsystems against speech recognition errors. This is not
to evaluate the translation quality.

Keh-Yin Su et al. proposed the most conventional
automatic evaluation method of translation quality using
DP matching (1992). However, the method appears to
lack an evaluation capability to deal with multiple
expressions in a target language utterance, since only one
translation answer is provided in this method.

The method proposed in this paper solves the problem
by using multiple translation answer candidates queried
from a parallel corpus by DP matching.

In section 2, the proposed method is explained. In
section 3, evaluation results by the proposed method and
the most conventional automatic evaluation method are
compared from the viewpoint of evaluation performance.
To reduce the subjective rank evaluation cost, and
improve the evaluation performance, a hybrid method is
explained, that is, a combination between the proposed

method and the subjective rank evaluation method. Also
discussed are issues of the proposed method when it is
applied to evaluation of the outputs of speech translation
systems, which inevitably make errors in the recognition
stage. In section 4, we state our conclusion.

2. Evaluation Method
The similarity between a translation output and a correct
answer utterance can be calculated by DP matching as
follows:

                                                                                (1)

where σ  is the similarity, T is the total number of words
in the correct answer utterance, S is the number of
substitution words comparing the correct answer utterance
to the translation output, I is the number of inserted words
comparing the correct answer utterance to the translation
output, and D is the number of deleted words comparing
the correct answer utterance to the translation output.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the proposed method. The
source language corpus and the target language corpus
have a parallel translation relationship. Also the source
language test utterance and the target language test
utterance have the same relationship.

In the most conventional automatic evaluation method,
the quality of a translation is evaluated by calculating the
similarity between the translation output and the target
language test utterance. We use the term “conventional
DP method” to refer to this evaluation method.

In the proposed method, in contrast, translation answer
candidates are added to the target language test utterance.
We define a set of test utterance and translation
candidates, as an answer set. Each translation of each
utterance in the source language corpus is regarded as a
translation answer 
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candidate only if the similarity between the source
language test utterance and the utterance in the source
language corpus is larger than a threshold. This threshold
is defined as the “retrieval threshold”. Then, we calculate
the similarity between the translation output and each
utterance in the answer set. As a result of these
calculations, multiple similarities are obtained. We define
the maximum similarity as the answer set similarity,
which is the measure of the translation output quality in
the proposed method.

3. Evaluation Experiment
TDMT (Transfer Driven Machine Translation) is a
language translation subsystem of the Japanese-to-English
speech translation system ATR-MATRIX. Our current
focus is on automatically evaluating the translation
quality. Therefore, we use the TDMT output, which is a
translation output from transcription texts, as the
evaluation target. Also an evaluation result of the
Japanese-to-English ATR-MATRIX is shown in section
3.5.

In this evaluation experiment, the ATR bilingual travel
conversation database (Takezawa, 1999), which consists
of 16110 utterances in each of the languages employed,
was applied to calculate the answer set similarity. The test
set was a subset of the database, and consists of 330
utterances in each language.

Figure 2: Relationship between retrieval threshold and
mean number of translation candidates

3.1 Rank Evaluation Method
In the rank evaluation method, each utterance was
assigned one of four ranks for translation quality: (A)
Perfect: no problems in both information and grammar;
(B) Fair: easy-to-understand with some unimportant
information missing or flawed grammar; (C) Acceptable:
broken but understandable with effort; (D) Nonsense:
important information has been translated incorrectly. We
use the term “translation rank” to refer to each result of
the rank evaluation method.

3.2 Evaluation Result by the Proposed Method
Figure 2 shows a relationship between the number of
translation answer candidates and the retrieval threshold.
The ordinate is the number of translation answer
candidates. In Figure 2, each plot indicates the mean
number of translation answer candidates per one test
utterance. Each plot type indicates a different numeration
as follows: circle: raw number of translation answer
candidates; filled circle: number of unique translation
answer candidates.

Table 1 shows examples of translation answer
candidates when the retrieval threshold is 0.6.

Figure 3 shows a relationship between the translation
rank and the answer set similarity. Each plot indicates the 

Figure 3: Relationship between the translation rank and
answer set similarity evaluating outputs of the
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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed method
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class1 class2
Automatic CLASS 1 P(CLASS1|class1) P(CLASS1|class2)

discrimination CLASS 2 P(CLASS2|class1) P(CLASS2|class2)

Rank evaluation method

language translation subsystem TDMT

mean answer set similarity in a translation rank, and each
error bar indicates the standard deviation of the answer set
similarity in a translation rank. This relationship is
obtained by setting the retrieval threshold as 0.6. As
shown in Figure 3, the higher the translation rank is, the
higher the mean answer set similarity becomes.

3.3 Evaluation Performance
A discriminant analysis was carried out to examine the
evaluation performance of the proposed method. 

3.3.1 Discriminant Analysis
The translation rank was used for this discriminant
analysis. A discriminant rule was the nearest neighbor
rule.

We conducted four types of discriminations as follows:

Type1:  2-class discrimination: discriminate between
(A) and (B) (C) (D).

Type2:  2-class discrimination: discriminate between
(A) (B) and  (C) (D).

Type3:  2-class discrimination: discriminate between
(A) (B) (C) and (D).

Type4:  4-class discrimination: discriminate among
(A), (B), (C), and  (D).

The discriminant ratio D can be formulated as follows:

                                                         (2)            
                                                      

where Ncorrect is number of the utterances correctly
discriminated, and Ntotal, the total utterance count of the
test set.

3.3.2 Result of the Discriminant Analysis
Figure 4 shows a result of the discriminant analysis. The
ordinate is the discriminant ratio, and the abscissa is the
retrieval threshold or the conventional DP method in the
right end, depicted in separation. In Figure 4, although the
highest point of the discriminant ratio is different for the
different types of discriminations, the discriminant ratio
using the answer set similarity is larger than that of the
conventional DP method. Namely, the proposed method is
superior to the conventional DP method in terms of the
evaluation performance. In particular, when the retrieval
threshold is 0.6 for the type1 discrimination, the
discriminant ratio is fairly high (i.e. 83.5%). The gain
from the conventional DP method is also high (i.e. 15%).

Figure 4: Relationship between retrieval threshold 
and discriminant ratio

3.4 Combination of the Rank Evaluation Method
and the Proposed Method

The proposed method improves evaluation performance
as described in the preceding subsection. However, some
situations require a higher evaluation accuracy. We
therefore made a study on combining the rank evaluation
method and the proposed method to settle this issue.
Specifically, we discriminate (A) automatically, and
evaluate the output, that is, a state is discriminated as not
(A), by the rank evaluation method. We use the term
“discriminant threshold” to refer to the threshold for
discrimination.

First, we define four states: class1: state evaluated as
(A) by the rank evaluation method; class2: state evaluated
as (B), (C), or (D) by the rank evaluation method;
CLASS1: state discriminated as (A) by the automatic
discrimination; CLASS2: state discriminated as not (A) by
the automatic discrimination. Using the four states, four
probabilities can be defined as shown in Table 2.

total

correct

N
ND =

Source language test  ut terance T arget  language test  ut terance
hai/wakari/masi/ta/o/sirabe/si/masu/node/shoushou/o/machi/kudasai All right . Please hold the line and I will check.

T ranslat ion answer candidates in the source language T ranslat ion answer candidates
kasikomarimasita/o/sirabe/itasi/masu/node/shoushou/o/machi/kudasai Okay, let  me check. Just  a moment  please.
hai/o/sirabe/si/masu/shoushou/o/machi/kudasai/mase Okay, could you wait  for a moment  while I check.
wakari/masi/ta/kakunin/si/masu/node/shoushou/o/machi/kudasai Okay, I 'll check for you please hold on a moment .
o/sirabe/itasi/masu/node/syousyou/o/machi/kudasai One moment  please. I 'll check on availability.
tadaima/o/sirabe/si/masu/node/shoushou/o/machi/kudasai/mase Could you hold on a minute while I check please.

Table 1: Examples of translation answer candidates
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In Table 2, P(CLASS1|class1) denotes the correct
acceptance ratio: the probability  to be discriminated as
(A) correctly, P(CLASS1|class2) denotes the false
acceptance ratio: the probability to be discriminated as
(A) wrongly, P(CLASS2|class1) denotes the false rejection
ratio: the probability  to be discriminated as not (A)
wrongly, and  P(CLASS2|class2) denotes the correct
rejection ratio: the probability  to be discriminated as not
(A) correctly.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the
discriminant threshold and the false rejection ratio or the
false acceptance ratio. This relationship was obtained
from the answer set similarity setting retrieval threshold
as 0.6. In Figure 5, the ordinate is the false rejection ratio
or the false acceptance ratio, and the abscissa is the
discriminant threshold. 

Figure 6 shows the same relationship using an
evaluation result by the conventional DP method.

Figure 7 shows ROC curves (Receiver Operating
Characteristic curves) obtained from the relationships
depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In Figure 7, the
ordinate is the correct acceptance ratio, and the abscissa is
the false acceptance ratio. 

Figure 5: Relationship between discriminant threshold and
ratio for false rejection and false acceptance, using the

answer set similarity

Figure 6: Relationship between discriminant threshold and
ratio for false rejection and false acceptance, using an

evaluation result of the conventional DP method

For the combined method described in this subsection,
a false rejection is not fatal since CLASS2 is evaluated by
the rank evaluation method. A false rejection only
provokes an increase in the rank evaluation cost. On the
other hand, a false acceptance is fatal since CLASS1 will
not be evaluated again. From this point of view, we define
the “cost reduction ratio” R and “error ratio” E as follows:

                                                              
                                                                    (3)

                                                           
(4)

The cost reduction ratio R is defined as the ratio of (A)
discriminated by the automatic discrimination to the test
set. In Equation (3), P(class1) is the ratio of (A) evaluated
by the rank evaluation method to the test set, P(class2) is
the ratio of (B), (C), and (D) evaluated by the rank
evaluation method to the test set. The error ratio E is
defined as the ratio of (A) discriminated by the automatic
discrimination to R, when the evaluation result by the rank
evaluation method is (B), (C), or (D). Evaluating TDMT
by the rank evaluation method, P(class1) yields 0.48, and
P(class2) yields 0.52. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the cost
reduction ratio and the error ratio. Figure 8 is obtained
from the relationship depicted in Figure 7. By using the
answer set similarity for the discrimination, a 30% cost
reduction can be earned when a 5% error is accepted
(broken line in Figure 8). By using the evaluation result of
conventional DP method, the cost reduction ratio is only
20%.

Figure 7: Relationship between false acceptance ratio and
correct acceptance ratio 
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Source language test utterance konekutinguruumu ga ippaku gomannanasen en to natte orimasu
Recognition result konekutingu ruumu ga ippaku gomarunanasen en to natte orimasu
Translation answer A connecting room is fifty seven thousand yen per night .
Translation output A connecting room is five zero seven thousand yen per night .

Answer set similarity 0.8
Source language test utterance ima washintonhoteru ni taizai site imasu

Recognition result ima ashinohoteru ni taizai site imasu
Translation answer I 'm staying at the washington hotel in Washington .
Translation output I 'm staying at the foot hotel in Washington now .

Answer set similarity 0.78
Source language test utterance ni ichi san go yon san no ichi nana gou gou

Recognition result ni       san gou yon san no ichi nana gou gou
Translation answer Two one three five four three one seven five five .
Translation output Two three five four three , one seven five five .

Answer set similarity 0.9
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         Figure 8: Relationship between error ratio and cost
reduction ratio 

3.5 Application to the Evaluation of a Speech
Translation System

We used the proposed method to the evaluation of the
Japanese-to-English ATR-MATRIX to examine its
applicability for speech translation output evaluation.

Figure 9 shows a relationship between the translation
rank and the answer set similarity. Each plot indicates the
mean answer set similarity in a translation rank, and each
error bar indicates the standard deviation of the answer set
similarity in a translation rank. Most of the features are
almost similar to those in Figure 3. In Figure 9, however,
the mean answer set similarity of (D) is larger than that of
(C). If we compare Figure 3 and Figure 9, the standard
deviation of the answer set similarity of (D) in Figure 9 is
larger than that in Figure 3. 

Figure 9: Relationship between translation rank and
answer set similarity, evaluating output of speech

translation subsystem ATR-MATRIX

These issues are due to recognition errors as shown by
the examples in Table 3. The underlines in the table
indicate recognition errors. Here, gomannanasen[fifty
seven thousand] is recognized as gomarunanasen[five
zero seven thousand], washinton [Washington]  is
recognized as ashino [foot], and ichi [one] is deleted. All
of the translation outputs shown in the table were
evaluated as (D) by the rank evaluation method. In these
examples, recognition errors did not affect the parser, so
the sentence structures of the translation outputs were not
broken.

However, some important information was not
correctly transferred including the price, hotel name, and
number. This was due to a drastic decline in the
translation rank, and a slight decline in the answer set
similarity.
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4. Conclusion
We proposed a new automatic translation quality
evaluation method. A parallel corpus is used to query
translation answer candidates in this method. The
translation output is evaluated by measuring the similarity
between translation output and the translation answer
candidates with DP matching. 

The proposed method evaluates TDMT, a language
translation subsystem of the Japanese-to-English ATR-
MATRIX speech translation system. Then, a discriminant
analysis is carried out to examine the evaluation
performance of the method. Results of the discriminant
analysis show an improvement in the evaluation
performance, comparing the proposed method with the
most conventional automatic evaluation method.

However, the evaluation results of a speech translation
system suggest a weakness in the evaluation capability
against recognition errors.

There is room for further investigating for the optimal
value for the retrieval threshold and the robustness of the
evaluation capability against speech recognition errors.
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